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Initial Set Up, Ver 3.00 
 
Follow ALL these instructions whenever you need to reset the internal system settings. Make sure 
that the scale is plugged into a proper AC outlet and that it is OFF. 
 

1. Initialize Settings: Turn scale ON and press 7  once you see the displays count down. 
2. Label Format Settings:  the scale will prompt you to enter the Label Format; note that this 

number will vary depending on the label that you have installed in the scale. You must enter 
the correct format otherwise this procedure will not work. Consult the Owner’s Manual. 

a. Format:  Press  3  3  and then PRINT .  “33” is for LST-8010 only. 
b. Sensor:  Press  4  1  and then PRINT . 
c. Gap Sensitivity:  Press 5 2  and then PRINT . 
d. Press  ESC  ESC . 

3. Main Menu: Press  SET , enter the Password*, and then press PRINT . 
*Note:  The default password is  0  0  0  0 . 

4. Sensor Calibration: Press  8  1 . In the following steps, the scale will feed out 4 or 5 
labels very quickly: you need to catch them as they come out. You must be sure that the 
labels are installed correctly before you proceed. Also, remember to always pull the labels 
towards you (towards the front of the scale) and not to the side.  This will make the labels 
come loose with ease but if you pull the labels sideways, this may cause the scale to 
misalign the labels and cause feed errors. 

a. Press  7  and catch the labels that are feed out.  If the labels are not fed out 
immediately you may need to press 7  again. 

b. Press  SAVE . 
c. If there are any errors, please repeat steps b thru c. 

5. Sales Mode: 
a. Press  ESC  ESC  SET  and then press 1 2 3  and  PRINT . 
b. The scale will issue a label; check that all is OK. 
c. You are done! 

 
 
 


